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Dear Possibilitators,

Two outcomes of these CORONA times astonish us here in the PM world. First is the intensity and depth of collaboration weaving its way around the world through the online PM mutual benefit teams.

In Possibility Teams, Study Groups, Rage Clubs, Fear Clubs, Women’s Circles, and Men’s Circles, participants come together in a cloud-support-system where anyone at any time can ask for a free Emotional Healing Process from the other participants. Often within minutes, one or two Spaceholders from around the world volunteer, and the Team dives directly into a transformational healing process together via Zoom or WhatsApp video calls.
Emotional Reactivity typically repeats itself in our lives with boring regularity. However, when approached with clarity-sharpened Presence, Reactivity becomes a precious Doorway to an Emotional Healing Process. Through the process the emotions get completed. The bothersome splinter is removed. New choices are made. Energy is freed up. We are noticing astonishing leaps in maturity and creation power.

There are suggestions, but there is no set method for navigating Emotional Healing Processes, so you cannot do it wrong. Your job is to invent clear, neutral intention to deeply listen into the other person’s Reactivity in order to discover the source of the Button, Hook, Trigger, Trauma, Imbalance, or Voice within them.

This is the transformational moment in which a new Choice becomes possible. It feels like a veil is pulled aside, and entirely new life-territory is revealed. Vitality and relatedness return!

The inspiring results of your own shift help to diminish your fears of holding space for someone else to journey into their Shadow World when they ask for your help. We hope you get to experience this truly human collaboration.

The second astonishing outcome of this online but tangibly deeper connection between Possibility Managers is rapid evolution in the Trainer Guild, which has given birth to Trainer Path circles blossoming in Brazil, Germany, New Zealand, North America, Poland, and Portugal! We are still getting these websites together, so the Trainer Path Global website would be the best place to begin checking this out.

Please NOTE that in certain areas, in-person Expand The Box trainings and Possibility Labs are coming back, while online versions of Expand The Box are also being offered. This CALENDAR at the Possibility Management website links you to further information.

Heartful evolutionary wishes from your PM News Team!
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